
Scanvo Trucks Danmark A/S
Hårup Skovvej 7, Hårup
8600 Silkeborg

Sælger
Salgsafdeling
salg@scanvo.dk
+45 8724 4370
+45 3046 2148 / 2498 2148 / 2497 2148 / 4011 0944

Type Containers 
Aksel -
Stand Brand new

Tare weight kg ca 2300 kg

Basis

Weight

Model year Fabriksny
Chassis number (VIN) SN21-1
Ref. no. MLX6500R

Side rolls

Registration

Container

Internal height mm 1500 (Forsmæk)
Internal width mm 2550
Internal length mm 6500 (Inkl. knæk i bag)

Hook lift
Wire 

Dimensions

Hoist

Scancon MLX6500R - Luxus udgave, Machine platform

Beskrivelse
Shown platform is sold, but more are on order 

Brand new Scancon MLX6500R Luxury version of machine platform 

With hinge + 2 pcs. L650 x 1200 folding ramps in the back 

Pull-up for both cable and hooklift system 

Built with the following inside dimensions: L 6500 (Incl. hinge) x H 1500 x W 2550 mm - Wooden + iron bottom - The bottom is 
equipped with a multi-hole system so that heavy loads can be driven, and easily fastened 
Further reinforced with 1 x UNP200 beams on each side as an edge rail for driving w/heavy loads 

a total of 16 pcs. stick holes w/ 10 pcs. sticks - Tool cabinet in the front on both sides for chains - Prepared for container locks for 20-
foot container - A wealth of lashing possibilities in the bottom of the platform! 

Lacquered in black gray (RAL 7021) 

Note the drive up angle is only approx. 7 degrees when the ramps are folded down + a continuous flat bed when they are folded up 

We also have a corresponding machine shed or 6000 mm + 6200 mm on the way in - as well as an alternative basic machine bed - 
see more at scanconcontainers.dk 

See more machine-related transport units on our website www.scanvo.dk

 



 



 

 




